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1. Introduction 

1.1 Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies appreciate that performance is 
dependent upon the level of knowledge, skill and professionalism of those 
entrusted with service delivery. 

1.2 As such, the joint Learning and Development (L&D) department has a firm 
commitment to the implementation of a comprehensive plan designed to 
meet the learning needs of the organisation, improve operational 
performance and enhance the commitment and contribution of each 
member of the workforce. 

1.3 The joint L&D department consists of teams for: 

 Initial Training (for Student Officers, PCSOs and Specials). 

 Personal Safety Training (PST). 

 Information Computer Technology (ICT) Training. 

 Driver Training. 

 Crime Training. 

 Custody Training. 

 Management & Development Training. 

 First Aid Training. 

 Administration. 

 Quality Assurance (QA) & Evaluation. 

 Qualifications & Assessment. 

1.4 This policy covers the responsibilities and activities of the joint L&D 
department as well as the processes in relation to training, development 
and study of all Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies’ personnel. 

Please Note: The policy does not cover Student Officer Training or Personal 
Safety Training; these are covered in separate, individual Force policies. 

2. Aims & Objectives 

2.1 In order to achieve the above commitment, the joint L&D department will: 

 Work with stakeholders to provide a range of learning and 
development products and services to meet their needs; 

 Identify and plan for short, medium and long term learning and 
development needs; 

 Prioritise learning and development to ensure that the available 
resources are used effectively; 

 Monitor the performance of the department to improve efficiency; 
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 Quality assure our learning provision according to police service 
standards; 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of the learning, making improvements 
where necessary; 

 Manage, design and deliver all learning to ensure inclusion; and 

 Align learning to support the vision, mission and priorities of each 
Constabulary. 

3.  Responsibilities 

3.1 The Learning and Development department has overall responsibility for: 

 Managing the budget for internal and  external learning in line with 
the organisational needs and nationally mandated statutory 
requirements; 

 Scoping and development of the annual training plan; 

 Co-ordination and delivery of learning activities from the training 
plan; 

 The design and delivery of internal learning events, using varied 
methodologies; 

 The recording and quality assurance of all learning undertaken; 

 Ensuring equality of learning opportunities; 

 Mapping skills, knowledge and behaviour gaps; 

 The development of alternative learning methods;  

 Partnering with stakeholders to provide best practice and 
guidance in the identification of learning needs and 
implementation of relevant learning solutions; and 

 Forming partnerships with other Constabularies, agencies or 
partners to deliver efficient learning solutions.  

3.2 The Quality Assurance (QA) team has overall responsibility for: 

 Assisting the L&D department in continuous improvement.  
Examples include;  

 Arrange and conduct QA observations on trainers providing 
developmental feedback. 

 Ensuring all L&D staff are familiar with L&D processes. 

 Reviewing lesson plans for compliance. 

 Assisting in the design process for new learning activities. 

 Conducting QA audits. 

 Working with new trainers to induct them into the 
department. 
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 The annual completion of a self-assessment report on behalf of 
the College of Policing (CoP) called the ‘Police Service Learning 
and Development Quality Assurance (PSQA) scheme’. 

 Assisting specialist teams (i.e. IPLDP, Firearms, PST and 
PTRLDP) in the completion of CoP annual QA compliance 
reports. 

 Development and monitoring of quality assurance processes. 

 Development and monitoring of evaluation processes. 

3.3 The L&D Administration Team has overall responsibility for providing 
general administrative support to the department, including: 

 Maintaining training and skills records. 

 Preparation of learning materials. 

 Administration, organisation and planning of L&D events 
including, making bookings and joining instructions. 

 Monitoring attendance at training. 

4. Annual Training Planning Process 

4.1 Essential key skills have to be maintained and these are recorded on a 
skills matrix and monitored by the Joint Staffing Levels Meeting.  Any 
gaps identified are fed back to L&D as part of the training needs process. 

4.2 Each year, managers are asked to identify the training needs and 
requirements (internal and external) within their teams/departments for the 
next financial year.  Some of these needs will be identified via regular 
consultation.  

4.3 Emerging needs are considered and approved as deemed necessary on 
an ad hoc basis, i.e. change processes. 

4.4 All requests are collated and prioritised and must be approved.  Approval 
is based on the risk to the organisations, organisational needs and 
available resources. 

4.5 Once collated, prioritised and approved, internal training requests are 
developed into a learning plan for the next financial year. 

4.6 All external training requests are prioritised in accordance with each 
Constabularies’ workforce plans and priorities, in consultation with 
appropriate stakeholders. 

4.7 External funding needs can be requested using the ‘Request for Funding 
for External Training’ form available from the L&D department intranet 
sites.  Requests will be submitted to and reviewed by the Head of L&D. 
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5. Internal Training Commissioning Process 

5.1 Any new training request (including roll out of e-learning) or training that 
requires abstraction of front line officers/resources must be commissioned 
using the Training Commissioning form, available from each Force’s L&D 
intranet site. 

5.2 Before making such requests to L&D, the learning must be sponsored by 
the Head of Department. 

5.3 The training need will be considered, prioritised and scheduled (in liaison 
with the Resource Management Units) once approved by the Head of 
L&D. 

5.4 Once commissioned, an L&D Specialist will consult with the business area 
to discuss the learning requirement in detail including defining the need, 
and designing the solution. 

5.5 Appendix A shows the Training Commissioning Process in flowchart form. 

6. Design and Delivery of Learning Activities 

6.1 All learning designed within L&D follows the College of Policing ‘Models 
for Learning and Development’ (available on NCALT MLE) in addition to 
any statutory frameworks.  The L&D department holds a Training Design 
Checklist, which all trainers must quality assure their learning activities 
against. 

6.2 A blended approach to learning is adopted using many different 
methodologies, such as courses, e-learning, role play, coaching, self-
research etc.   

6.3 The L&D specialist will work with the sponsor and develop session 
(lesson) plans that detail: 

 Aims and outcomes. 

 Equality and Diversity considerations. 

 Health and safety considerations. 

 Duration and timings. 

 Trainer and Learner activities. 

 Resources to be used. 

 Methods of assessment. 

6.4 Delivery will be targeted at the learning aims and outcomes and follow 
session plans. Trainers will incorporate different learning methodologies to 
suit all learning styles and community involvement where applicable. 
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6.5  A course specification is developed by the course designer for each 
event delivered within L&D.  Copies are available from each Force’s L&D 
intranet pages.   

6.6 When possible, learning activities are discussed with stakeholders, 
piloted, validated and evaluated to ensure they are ‘fit for purpose’ before 
they go ‘live’.  

6.7 A lead trainer is assigned to each learning activity who will have 
responsibility for any amendments, periodic environment scanning and a 
formal annual review. 

6.8 The design and delivery process is quality assured via trainer observation   
and the evaluation process. 

7. Evaluation of Learning Activities 

7.1 As a process of measuring the value and impact of learning events, all 
events will be evaluated.   

7.2 Evaluation begins at the commissioning stage of a learning event and can 
measure many outcomes such as: reaction, satisfaction, knowledge, 
skills, attitude, behaviour, results, and return on investment.   It can take 
many forms such as questionnaires, interviews, observation, knowledge 
checks and focus groups and involves learners, trainers, sponsors and 
other stakeholders. 

7.3 The L&D department holds two generic evaluation questionnaires; one for 
internal and one for external learning events. 

7.4 Evaluation reports are available upon request from the QA team. 

7.5 Evaluation information is analysed and used to make improvements to our 
L&D products. In addition, evaluation statistics are reported to the Senior 
Management team (SMT).  

8. Trainer Standards and Qualifications 

8.1 Learning delivered within the L&D department is conducted by people 
who are qualified and competent to do so.  

8.2 The College of Policing, ‘Police Training Roles Learning and Development 
Programme’ (PTRLDP) is the required minimum qualification for trainers 
to deliver learning within the Policing environment.  

8.3 This programme is currently available as an internal programme delivered 
in conjunction with the national (City & Guilds) trainer qualification 
‘Preparing to teach in the Lifelong learning sector’ (PTTLLS). The learning 
within PTRLDP follows the Police Sector standards for the training of 
trainers, as developed by the CoP. 
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8.4 All L&D department trainers have PTRLDP or national qualifications e.g. 
PTTLLS, Cert. Ed., or are working towards qualification. In addition to 
trainer qualifications those trainers within specialist departments, such as 
Driver Trainers, are required to hold national instructor qualifications 
within their field. 

8.5 Any new trainer without the necessary qualifications, or working towards 
qualification will be supported by a qualified trainer when teaching.  

8.6 Trainers are required to continually improve and develop their practice, 
and maintain a Continual Professional Development (CPD). Where 
national standards exist for CPD hours these are followed. 

8.7 If trainers are required to formally assess learners they are trained to do 
so, please see Assessment section. 

8.8 Trainers have core trainer skills that will be utilised flexibly to deliver a 
variety of sessions. 

8.9 All L&D trainers must hold a current Module 2 First Aid qualification. If for 
some reason this is not possible (restrictions) the trainer will ensure 
someone with the qualification is present. 

8.10 When specialist knowledge is required, subject matter experts (SME) may 
be used in training. A member of the L&D team will oversee the delivery 
by the SME. 

8.11 External training providers are required to hold appropriate credentials. 

9. QA Observations and Audits 

9.1 Twice a year all L&D trainers will be observed and assessed to support 
the principles of continuous improvement, personal development and 
positive feedback. Observations are arranged and recorded by the QA 
team.  

9.2 Other individuals/guest speakers delivering to learners within the L&D 
department are also subject to quality assurance observation on the first 
few occasions they deliver and periodically thereafter, dependent on their 
delivery frequency. 

9.3 Quality assurance audits are completed periodically by the QA team or 
Departmental supervisor.   

10. Assessment 

10.1 For any internal or external award or qualifications, where an individual is 
required to demonstrate competence, it is essential that assessment is 
carried out by trained staff.  

10.2 All assessors used by L&D are trained to national standards. 
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10.3 Candidates undertaking awards are entitled at any stage to make an 
appeal against the decision of an assessor.  Appendix B shows the stages 
to be followed for this process. 

10.4 Learning and Development have experience in conducting assessments 
for external awarding bodies and the College of Policing. When 
considering offering a qualification that requires assessment, a reference 
toolkit for developing an assessment programme is available from the 
Assessment Advisor in either Constabulary.  

11. Booking a Learning Activity (Training Course) 

11.1 The joint L&D department will promote non mandatory learning via Force 
orders, or the Intranet. 

11.2 To book a non-mandatory course (i.e. SOIT, FLO, PTRLDP, HPDS) an 
Individual Course Request form (Form LD02) available from the L&D 
intranet in Suffolk, and the ‘S’ drive in Norfolk must be completed and 
signed by the individual and submitted to their line manager for approval.  

11.3 The individual’s line manager must engage in the process by ensuring 
eligibility for the course by completing the required checks as set out on 
the form and, if eligible, authorise the course request and forward it to the 
joint L&D department. 

11.4 If a course application is refused for any reason, by the individuals 1st line 
manager, 2nd line manager or Learning and Development, the Individual 
Course Request form must be returned to the L&D administration team for 
auditing and counting purposes. This will ensure that fairness and non-
discriminatory processes are in place.  

11.5 The joint L&D department will check the form is complete and ensure the 
training is prioritised in liaison with the Resource Management Units 
(RMU).   

12. Joining Instructions 

12.1 Individuals will be notified of course dates as early as possible by the L&D 
Administration Team.  Joining instructions and full course details will be 
sent out approximately two weeks before the course start date. 

12.2 Joining instructions will include: 

 Date, timings and location. 

 Learning Aims and Objectives/outcomes. 

 Assessment criteria, methods and the appeals procedure (if 
applicable). 

 Pre-reads (if applicable). 

mailto:LandD@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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 Domestic & course arrangements (parking, refreshments, clothing 
to bring/wear etc.). 

 Invite learners to raise any specific learning requirements. 

 Reference to the Learner Charter. 

 Reference to evaluation/feedback expectations. 

 Trainer contact details for further information. 

12.3 Joining instructions for initial programmes such as IPLDP (Student 
Officers), PCSOs and the Special Constabulary are sent out by HR. 

13. Attendance 

13.1 Much of the learning attended within L&D is mandatory to enable learners 
to maintain essential skills and operate safely. Therefore attendance at 
nominated refresher training is vital to maintain the Constabularies’ 
efficiency. 

13.2 Once nominated to attend a course, any non-attendance will be monitored 
and recorded. 

13.3 It is the learners’ responsibility to cancel their course booking if they 
cannot attend.  

13.4 Learner welfare is paramount and where appropriate the L&D 
Administration Team will telephone to follow-up on non-attendance on the 
day.   

13.5 If this is unsuccessful, the individual concerned will be emailed and an 
explanation requested.  Depending on the reason the learner will be re-
allocated a course or the line manager will be asked to address the issue. 

14. Record Keeping 

14.1 After each learning event, a record of attendance is recorded on the 
individual’s training record/history. 

14.2 If the learning event leads to a recognised skill these are also recorded. 

14.3 Appendix C shows the processes set out in sections 11 to 14 in flowchart 
form.   

15. Claiming Expenses for Training 

15.1 The process for claiming expenses differs between the two 
Constabularies: 

15.2 Suffolk Officers and Staff should refer to the Travel Allowances and 
Mileage Claims Procedure in respect of travel to and from training and/or 
exams. The Expenses and Deductions Procedure should be referred to in 
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respect of other expense claims related to training as well as 
accommodation details. 

15.3 Norfolk Officers and Staff should refer to Financial Instructions for 
expenses relating to training and exams.  The Support Services intranet 
site (Section 8.2 Financial Instructions, AF Financial Services) has details 
regarding accommodation at OCC for training purposes. 

16. Development and Study 

Performance & Development Review (PDR) 

16.1 The PDR process is designed to focus on and record an individual’s 
performance and development within their role.  For further information, 
the joint PDR policy should be referred to. (Available from both Force’s 
intranet sites). 

Career Development 

16.2 Both Constabularies have their own Career Development schemes, 
including coaching, mentoring and leadership.  These are co-ordinated by 
the Management Development Team.  For further information, contact the 
joint L&D department. 

High Potential Development Scheme (HPDS) 

16.3 The HPDS is for serving police officers and is designed to develop the 
most talented individuals to become the police leaders of the future. 

16.4 The scheme is coordinated by the College of Policing (CoP) and further 
information can be obtained from their website here and/or from the joint 
L&D department. 

OSPRE 

16.5 OSPRE is the method by which police officers are assessed for promotion 
to the ranks of Sergeant and Inspector.  

16.6 The process is coordinated by the College of Policing (CoP) and further 
information can be obtained from their website here and/or from the joint 
L&D department.  

Study Leave 

16.7 Time off for study and career development is covered in each 
Constabulary’s Leave and Time Off policy/procedure documents available 
from each Force intranet sites.   

http://www.college.police.uk/en/8563.htm
http://www.college.police.uk/en/13929.htm
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Student Officer Learning & Development 

16.8 All Student Police Officers study the College of Policing Initial Police 
Learning and Development Programme (IPLDP) that includes a Level 3 
Diploma in Policing.   

17. Health and Safety 

17.1 There are generic risk assessments for classroom based learning.  

17.2 As part of the design process, trainers have an on-going responsibility to 
ensure risk assessments and any safety briefings are produced, used and 
updated accordingly.  

17.3 Any learning that is particularly physical or of an emotional nature will 
require a specific risk assessment in addition to the generic versions 
available.  Standard joint Force Health and Safety risk assessment forms 
are used. 

Learner to Trainer Ratios 

17.4 Any nationally recommended ratios of trainer to learner will be followed as 
far as possible. 

17.5 Currently a common sense approach to learner to trainer ratios is adopted 
dependant on the physical nature of the learning or the emotional nature 
of the course content as identified in the risk assessment. 

17.6 As a guide, the following ratios are advised: 

 Classroom based training - 1:12. 

 PST Initial Training - 1:8. 

 PST Refresher Training - 1:10. 

18. Diversity and Welfare 

18.1 All learning activities and the learning environment must support the 
requirements of a diverse workforce with differing needs.  In support of 
those needs, the L&D department will: 

 Ensure every reasonable effort is made to balance organisational 
need and individual requirements when developing learning 
programmes. 

 Design and deliver learning to suit all learning styles. 

 Embrace diversity throughout all learning. 

 Ensure reasonable adjustments are made to cater for learners 
with special learning or physical requirements.   
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19. Glossary of Abbreviations 

Acronym Definition 

L&D Learning and Development 

PST Personal Safety Training 

QA Quality Assurance 

CoP College of Policing 

PSQA 
Police Service Learning and Development Quality Assurance 
scheme 

IPLDP Initial Police Learning and Development Programme 

PTRLDP Police Training Roles Learning and Development Programme 

NCALT MLE 
National Centre for Applied Learning Technologies Managed 
Learning Environment 

PTTLLS Preparing to teach in the Lifelong learning sector 

CPD Continual Professional Development 

PDR Performance Development Review 

HPDS High Potential Development Scheme 

OSPRE Objective Structured Performance Related Examination 
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Appendix A – Training Commissioning Process Flowchart 
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Appendix B – Assessment Appeals Process 

During an assessment process it is your right to: 

 Know what standards you are being assessed against, how you need to 
show your competence and the way you will be assessed.  

 Receive feedback on your performance as soon as possible after your 
assessment. 

 Raise any concerns you may have about the way in which the standards 
have been interpreted or they are being assessed by following the 
procedure below.  

Stage 1 - Discuss your concerns with the assessor as soon as possible after 
the issue arises. If the outcome is unsatisfactory you should tell the assessor 
that you want to appeal formally and move to a second stage. The assessor will 
report the situation in writing to the relevant training supervisor within three 
working days.  

Stage 2 - The supervisor will meet with you to discuss your concerns. They will 
review the evidence and report their findings back to you, in writing, within five 
working days of receiving the appeal. If you are not satisfied, you should inform 
the supervisor giving the reasons for your dissatisfaction. The supervisor is 
then responsible for referring the appeal with all the findings to a training 
manager.  

Stage 3 - The training manager will meet with you and the assessor (together 
or independently) and review all the evidence available. You will be notified in 
writing of the outcome within ten working days. The case papers and outcome 
will be retained for two years.  

If, after following this procedure, you still have concerns over the fairness of 
your assessment, you should use the Constabulary Grievance procedure.  
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Appendix C – Internal Training Process Flowchart 
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